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Abstract—This paper gives an overview of the mapping mechanism of SEAM—a methodology for the automatic generation of knowledge models and its mapping onto Java codes. It discusses the rules that will be used to map the different components in the knowledge model automatically onto Java classes, properties and methods. The aim of developing this mechanism is to help in the creation of a prototype which will be used to validate the knowledge model which has been generated automatically. It will also help to link the modeling phase with the implementation phase as existing knowledge engineering methodologies do not provide for proper guidelines for the transition from the knowledge modeling phase to development phase. This will decrease the development overheads associated to the development of Knowledge Based Systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The area of KBS development has matured over the years. It started with first-generation expert systems with a single flat knowledge base and general reasoning engine, typically built in a rapid-prototyping approach [1]. It was essentially based on the process of knowledge transfer [2]. Maintenance of such systems was very difficult. Hence the approach changed to a methodological approach which was similar to that of software engineering with knowledge as its main focus. Knowledge Engineering is no longer simply a methodology of mapping rules. It now encompasses methods and techniques for knowledge acquisition, modelling, representation and use of knowledge [3].

However KBS development still remains complex and has not gained success as compared to application developed in the software engineering field. Methodologies like CommonKADS [3], Protégé[4], MIKE [5], and MOKA [6] and knowledge base development environments like IBROW3 [7] and EXPECT[8] all face criticisms. However they face some common criticisms which are as follows:

- Knowledge modelling is tedious because of it requires a good understanding of AI concepts and also because of knowledge acquisition problems. [9]
- Development overheads due to complexity of certain methodologies and development environment. [9][10]

These criticisms are associated to the knowledge modelling process which is considered to be one of the most important activities for the development of KBS. To decrease some of the problems associated with the development of KBS, we are currently working on a methodology called SEAM that will help in the modelling through the semi-automatic generation of knowledge models and the mapping of these models onto Java codes so as to create a prototype which will be used for the validation of the knowledge model. The generation of the Java codes will also help to decrease the complexities associated with the transition from the knowledge modelling to the implementation phase as once the prototype has been developed it can be used as to develop the full version of the KBS.

The aim of this paper is to explain the rules for mapping of the different components of the knowledge model on the respective Java codes. It first gives a small overview of the SEAM methodology and the ontology representing the knowledge model before going into details about the various mapping rules.

II. SEAM - A METHODOLOGY FOR THE KNOWLEDGE MODELLING

SEAM is a 4-step methodology that used for the semi-automatic generation for knowledge models. The aims of the methodology are to:

- decrease complexities associated with learning AI concepts. The complexity of AI concepts is one of the main reasons why development of KBS still remains difficult. Since the generation of the knowledge model and the mapping will be automated much of the learning and development overheads will be decreased. There is no need to learn AI concept in depth.
- have simple steps so that inexperienced knowledge engineers or even domain experts can go through the knowledge modeling process. We attempt to ease the knowledge modelling process so that it no longer stays an activity reserved only to the more privileged.
standardize knowledge modeling process. There is a lack of standard for modeling, lack of formalism for domain knowledge, and lack of standards to represent rules. We thus aim at bringing standards to the knowledge modeling process through the use of semantics. The automatic generation of the knowledge models will also contribute to achieve this. Thus the modeling process will be done in an ad-hoc way and will not depend on the experience of the knowledge engineer.

link knowledge model phase to implementation phase through the mapping of the knowledge model onto Java codes so that a quick prototype can be build which can be used to validate the knowledge model.

There are four distinct steps involved when using SEAM for the modeling of KBS and its mapping onto Java codes. The steps are as follow (Figure 1):

**Select the task that the KBS needs to do**
The domain expert/knowledge engineer has to first select the task for the application that needs to be developed. The generation of the knowledge model is based on the template knowledge models that are provided. We have developed an ontology in OWL which is a library containing the template knowledge models proposed by CommonKADS. CommonKADS supports the partial reuse of knowledge models to support the knowledge modelling process. As compared to software engineering, knowledge intensive task are limited and can be categorised as shown in Figure 1. The template knowledge models are generic knowledge models which are representing different task which are then adapted to the domain of application. It is therefore important that the selected task is found in the template knowledge model. Hence a task selection mechanism has been developed so that the template knowledge model can be extracted from the ontology “templateknowledgemodel.owl” [14].

**Extract the template knowledge model**
On selection of the task the generic knowledge model for the particular task is extracted and generated. The application ontology which is basically an empty rdf file, “applicationknowledgemodel.owl”, is first generated. Classes, properties and instances representing the knowledge model for the selected task is then extracted from “templateknowledgemodel.owl” and added to “applicationknowledgemodel.owl”.

**Adapt the knowledge model to the domain of application**
The template knowledge model contains a generic domain schema which is independent from the application domain knowledge schema. The generic domain knowledge contains information about the domain schema and the ‘ruletype’ that need to be created for the knowledge model of a particular task. The domain knowledge can be added to the application knowledge model either manually or automatically using existing ontologies representing the domain of application. The aim of using domain ontologies is to allow the knowledge engineer to reuse existing ontologies. Based on these and input from the knowledge engineer/domain expert the domain schema and the rules for the application will be generated using the mechanism for the semi-automatic generation of domain schema and the mechanism for the semi-automatic generation of rules. The application knowledge model “applicationknowledgemodel.owl” is thus updated with the domain knowledge through these mechanisms.

**Map the knowledge model onto Java codes**
The aim of this mechanism is to ease the transition from the analysis to the implementation phase. The application ontology is mapped onto Java codes that will be used to implement the knowledge based system. The implementation team will have to go through the finetuning of the codes and the development of user interfaces of the KBS for input and output purposes.

III. APPLICATION KNOWLEDGE MODEL IN OWL
The application knowledge is therefore obtained from the template model ontology has been developed in OWL[15]. It consists of the task, domain and inference knowledge.
This section gives an overview of the application knowledge model generated for the task “assessment”.

A. Representing domain knowledge
Subclasses for the class “concepts” are as follows:

- case_description
- case_criterion
- case_decision
- assessment_rule_type

The instances of assessment_concepts contain all the concepts that are required for the “assessment” task. Table 1 contains the different classes that are used to represent the domain knowledge, the properties of the classes and some example of the instances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>concepts</th>
<th>rule_type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Properties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>specification (DP)</td>
<td>specification (DP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>has_concept1 (OP)</td>
<td>has_concept2 (OP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instances</td>
<td>e.g. instances of class “assessment_concepts” :</td>
<td>e.g. instances of class “assessment_relation” :</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>applicant</td>
<td>application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>case_criterion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>case_decision</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 contains the different classes that are used to represent the inference knowledge, the properties of the classes and some example of the instances.

B. Representing the inference knowledge
The class “inference” has as subclasses the different inferences that are found in the catalogue provided by CommonKADS. The subclasses are defined based on general inferences. Several task methods can call inferences bearing the same name e.g. the inference “select” is called in the task method for “assessment” and “diagnosis”. Therefore in our ontology representing the application knowledge model, we will have class “select” which is a subclass of the class “inference” which has subclasses “select” which is the inference that will be called when modelling for the task “assessment”. The same applies for other inferences which are called in different task methods e.g. inference “specify”. Subclasses for the classes “inference”, “role” and “statement” are as follows:

- abstract inference
- match inference
- assessment_role role
- assessment_statement statement

Each knowledge intensive task as per CommonKADS catalogue is represented as subclass of the main class task. The subclass of the main class “task” in the application knowledge mode is: assessment task. Subtasks of the knowledge intensive task are then instances of the subclass created. E.g. for the knowledge intensive task assessment has two subtask: abstractcase and matchcase. Therefore A subclass “abstractcase” is created which has as instance “abstractcase” and “matchcase”. The same applies for all...
other components of the knowledge model except for inferences e.g. to represent task methods we have a class “taskmethod” which has a subclass “assessmenttaskmethod” and instances “abstactmethod” and “matchmethod”.

Table 3 contains the different classes that are used to represent the task knowledge, the properties of the classes and some example of the instances.

**TABLE II PROPERTIES AND INSTANCES OF CLASSES REPRESENTING THE INFEERENCE KNOWLEDGE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Inference</th>
<th>role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Properties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>has_input_role(OP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>has_output_role(OP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>has_statik_role(OP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>specifications(DP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instances</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.g. instances of class “abstract”:</td>
<td>e.g. instances of class “assessment_role”:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>assessment_abstract</td>
<td>abstracted_case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>abstraction_knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>case_description</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IV. RULES FOR MAPPING KNOWLEDGE MODEL ONTO JAVA CODES**

In this section we discuss the different rules for the mapping of the different components of the knowledge model onto Java codes. We take as case study the “housing assessment” example found in [3].

**A. Rules for Creating Java Package**

**Rule 1: The main classes in the Oapp are used to create equivalent java packages**

The different java packages for the application will be built based on the names of the main classes found in the application knowledge model. Different directories bearing the name of the classes are created i.e. “task”, “taskmethod”, “inference”, “role”, “controlstructure”, “concepts”, “relation”, “ruletype”. Not all them will be however required e.g. controlstructure, relation and ruletype will not be required. But since we do not want to hardcode which package are needed Rule 1 applies to all main OWL class. All unnecessary packages directories can be deleted afterwards.

**Rule 2: A package is created to run the Jess Engine**

This package is necessary as it will contain all the classes that will be required to run the Jess Engine for different inferences. This is not defined at modeling level. It is to be noted that irrespective of what type of task the application knowledge model is based on, the creation process of packages will always be same.

**Rule 3: Create Java classes for all classes and instances of the OWL class “concept” found in Oapp**

Java classes will be created for subclasses and instances of the OWL class “concept”. For the “assessment” example, the following Java classes are created for the OWL class: “casedescription”, “cascriteria” and “casedecision” i.e. the following java files will be created “casedescription.java”, “cascriteria.java” and “casedecision.java”.

Java classes will also be created for the instances of the classes. E.g. rentfitsincome which is an instance of the class “residencecriterion” in Oapp will be mapped on the Java class “RentFitsIncome.java” and will be a subclass of “ResidenceCriterion.java”. Figure 4 gives the list of all the classes created based on the domain knowledge for the “housing public class RentFitsIncome extends ResidenceCriterion {}”

**TABLE III PROPERTIES AND INSTANCES OF CLASSES REPRESENTING TASK KNOWLEDGE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>TaskMethod</th>
<th>Control Structure</th>
<th>Statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Properties</td>
<td></td>
<td>has_inference(OP)</td>
<td>has_statement(OP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>has_control_structure(OP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>has_intermediate_role(OP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>has_order</td>
<td>has_action(OP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>has_condition_inference(OP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>has_control_condition(OP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>has_action_inference(OP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>has_control_structure(OP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>has_control_loop(OP)</td>
<td>has_action_inference(OP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instances</td>
<td>e.g. instances of class “assessment” :</td>
<td>e.g. instances of class “assessment_method” :</td>
<td>e.g. instances of class “assessment_cs” :</td>
<td>e.g. instances of class “abstract” abstructed_case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>abstract_case</td>
<td>abstract_case</td>
<td>abstract_cs</td>
<td>assessment_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>match_case</td>
<td>match_case</td>
<td>match_cs</td>
<td>statement1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4 shows all the Java classes that will be created to represent concepts.

The methods to “get” and “set” properties associated to a concept will also be created based on the properties in the OWL knowledge model.

The SWRL rules will be mapped into Jess rules in “.clp” files. These “.clp” files will be called by the Jess engine.

C. Rules for Mapping Inference Knowledge

Java classes are created for each instance of the “inference” class. To carry out the “assessment” task there are five inferences (Table 2). Therefore five Java classes will be created namely: “abstract.java”, “evaluate.java”, “select.java”, “specify.java” and “match.java” as shown in Figure 5. Each inference has input, output and static roles. These roles will be set as input and output parameters of the methods associated to the class. E.g. for the “abstract” inference.

```java
public class Abstract1 {
    public CaseDescription Abstract1(CaseDescription casesdescription, CaseDescription abstractedcase, String staticknowledge )
}
```

D. Rules for Mapping Task Knowledge

Java classes are created for the subclasses and instances of the class “task” and “taskmethod” found in Owaappl. E.g. for “assessment” task the Java classes will be created as shown in Figure 4.

Rule 7: Each “task” will call a “taskmethod”

The instance class “task” in the OWL file has an object property “has_method” which has as value the name of the corresponding task method.

Rule 8: TaskMethods will either call a subtask or will execute one or a series of inferences

Task methods either call a particular subtask or a series of inferences depending of whether they are represented as a subclass or an instance in Owaappl. If it is a subclass then, it will call subtasks, which are the instances of the class “task” in Owaappl. The different subtasks are called based on the order which can be obtained from “has_order” property of the class “task” in Owaappl.

On the other hand if the java file represents instances of the class “taskmethod” in Owaappl, then the java file will contain all the statements of the control structure associated to it. The control structure associated to it is obtained from the value of the property “has_control structure. The statements in each control structure will be mapped onto Java codes. Hence
inferences will be called in the task methods as defined in the
statements.

V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORKS

Before coming to the mapping rules, a test KBS was built in
Java as well as the knowledge model was created in OWL for
“housing assessment” task, i.e. assessing whether someone is
eligible to get a house based on certain predefined criteria. We
then proceeded with establishing the rules for the mapping from
OWL to Java to see to what extent complete automation is possible based on the rules that we have conceptualized.
Therefore the rules for the mapping mechanism are based on the
“assessment” task. We believe that the mapping rules will
remain the same for all other types of knowledge intensive
task, as long as the knowledge model follow the format
required for mapping. However we shall test the mapping
with other tasks once all the rules have been implemented.
Also since we are still at the conceptualization phase, some
rules may be subject to slight changes as we proceed with the
development mechanism.

Another interesting aspect of this mapping approach is that
reuse is possible. Since the mapping is modular, and the
application knowledge model is generic to a great extent –
only the domain knowledge changes, the generated Java codes
can be reused. If a knowledge engineer has already built a
“Housing Assessment” application for a particular situation
and now needs to build another “assessment” application,
changes can normally be done in the domain package only. It
thus decreases development overheads and cost and saves
time.

We have already started the mapping process and Rule 1
and Rule 2. We are now going ahead the implementation of
the other rules. We believe that the difficulty will lie mainly in
the implementation of the control structures and the Jess files.
Since we want to maximize automation we want to develop a
completely generic approach for the mapping of the control
structures too. To what extent the rules we are putting forward
will work can only be known when we start working on the
rules for mapping the task knowledge.
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